APPENDIX A

A Day in the Life of
a Judge: Descriptions
of Judicial Tasks
Under Each Pathway

The CJI Committee Recommendations call upon

The web-link portrays a civil justice system in which

courts to address contemporary realities in the civil

civil case automation plays a large role in support-

justice system. They offer a blueprint for restoring

ing teams of court personnel as they triage cases

function and faith in a system that is too import-

to experienced court staff and/or judicial officers to

ant to lose. The Recommendations call for a “right

address the needs of each case. Routine case activ-

sizing” of court resources. Right sizing aligns rules,

ity such as scheduling and monitoring compliance

procedures, and court personnel with the needs

with deadlines are automated, permitting specially

and characteristics of similarly situated cases. As a

trained court staff to perform basic case manage-

result, cases get the amount of process needed—no

ment responsibilities under the guidance of legally

more, no less. With right sizing, judges tailor their

trained case managers. This in turn frees up the

oversight to the specific needs of cases. Admin-

judge to focus on truly judicial tasks such ruling

istrators align court resources to case require-

on dispositive motions and conducting eviden-

ments—coordinating the roles of judges, staff, and

tiary hearings.

infrastructure.

As you will see, the web link shows a calendar entry,

The Recommendations are founded on several

the related judicial task, and a brief discussion

core premises:

on “How to Get Here” and “Why It’s Better.” The

•

The court, not lawyers or the parties, must
control the pace of litigation.

•

The “court” is not solely the trial judge. The
term “court” encompasses the entire judicial
branch including its staff and technological resources.

•

“How to Get Here” section, in particular, addresses
implementation in a broad sense. Additional implementation guidance is being developed and will be
available on the CJI microsite in early 2017.
To get started, click on this web link: www.ncsc.org/
civil/Day-in-the-Life.aspx

Civil cases should be triaged immediately at
filing to determine the amount of judicial attention needed to resolve all disputed issues in a
just, timely, and cost-effective way.

•

Based on the initial assessment, cases should
be assigned to a pathway with procedural rules
that provide a presumptively sufficient process
to meet the needs of the case.

•

Effective rules, procedures, and business
practices are especially critical to ensure just,
speedy, and inexpensive resolutions in uncon-

Notes

tested cases and cases involving large asymmetries in legal expertise.
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